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Founded in 1999, the Public Relations Consultants’ Association (PRCA) of 

Malaysia is an independent, non-profit organisation representing public 

relations practitioners either working in-house or in consultancies. PRCA 

Malaysia is dedicated to fostering public relations excellence, contributing 

e�ectively to organisation goals nationwide, and becoming a model for 

e�ective communication. The association serves as a platform for the 

exchange of information and views, while striving to set the industry 

standards, develop young consultants and provide a unified voice for 

practitioners.

PRCA Malaysia makes a di�erence by continuing to undertake activities that 

would further promote the profession and the industry including training and 

talent development initiatives whilst o�ering networking opportunities for its 

members. 

PRCA Malaysia abides by a code of conduct including professional standards, 

ethics, qualification and the conduct of business.
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ABOUT PRCA MALAYSIA

www.PRCAMalaysia.org

Executive Committee, PRCA Malaysia
From L-R (standing): Andy See Teong Leng (Honorary Secretary), Julia Nicholas & 
Tan May Lee (Committee Members), Thong Kok Wah (Honorary Treasurer)
From L-R (seated): Elaine Chuah (Vice President), Rozani Jainudeen (President)
Not in picture: Jacey Lee & Felix Heinimann (Committee Members)
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ABOUT THE MALAYSIA PUBLIC RELATIONS SUMMIT
The Malaysia PR Summit is a biennial event which focuses on key 
issues in relation to the practice,  purpose and process of Public 
Relations, Corporate Communications and Corporate A�airs, 
with its inaugural conference held with much success in 2012. 

This time, the Malaysia PR Summit 2014 is themed ‘The Future of 
PR: Evolution or Revolution’, gathering key influencers in the 
profession, coupled with a powerful industry-driven agenda. 

This year’s event is held at the Pullman Bangsar Hotel in Kuala 
Lumpur on 29 April 2014, and delegates including department 
managers or heads of corporate communications and corporate 
a�airs, public relations managers or brand communication 
professionals and executives, academia professionals as well as 
graduating PR or communications majors from institutions of 
higher learning are brought together. 

The Malaysia PR Summit 2014 features prominent speakers from 
various corporations, PR consultancies as well as the media, 
wrapping up with a panel discussion which is moderated by the 
summit’s media partner, BFM89.9.

This year, the main/title sponsor for the Malaysia PR Summit 2014 
is NAMA (News & Ads Monitoring Agency Sdn Bhd). MDEC 
(Multimedia Development Corporation) is the co-sponsor. We look 
forward to the upcoming Malaysia PR Summit 2016 and towards 
the continuous support from all sponsors and delegates!

From L-R (standing)
Susan Chee (Criteria & Connections)

Andy See (Perspective Strategies Sdn Bhd)
Alexander Leow (Ming, KH & Associates Sdn Bhd)

From L-R (seated)
Annitha Anthony (Perspective Strategies Sdn Bhd)

Tan May Lee (Ming, KH & Associates Sdn Bhd)
Elaine Chuah (Priority Communications Sdn Bhd)

 

Organising Committee
The Malaysia PR Summit 2014



President, PRCA Malaysia

FOREWORD

This Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, ac pulvinar morbi fringilla, dolor amet, eros id. Cras mauris odio nunc, tortor 
laoreet dictumst nulla nisl tempor dui. Leo imperdiet, pede dis bibendum aenean integer, quas litora vitae tristique 
etiam. Vehicula porta,quis in magna neque nunc, purus et. Convallis suspendisse morbi tincidunt. 

Aliquet enim velit etiam nec ac. Nunc vitae nec aut augue neque, nibh adipiscing praesent sit massa posuere, eu nec 
leo massa. Neque porttitor risus libero. Elit id enim donec vel, ligula habitant convallis, sed pharetra ut rhoncus, erat 
elementum. Lacinia mauris, quam lectus, sapien ipsum et, odio nunc egestas, velit nunc natoque tortor disvadino 
condimentum. Wisi ante. In velit euismod, ac sem cum leo tortor.

Ligula aliquet risus, cras ut pulvinar eu arcu condimentum, quis facilisis commodo a per dolor pellentesque, amet 
hendrerit purus consectetuer. Vestibulum ipsum sapien metus semper, litora ut tempus, quis viverra, nibh a 
consectetur. Felis odio, tempus at,ante nec. Orci ante ligula consequat a sodales. Eget pharetra eget condimentum.

Sem cum, lorem fusce pede, consectetuer rhoncus commodo turpis a suspendisse, magnis cras sapien aenean 
rhoncus et. Wisi placerat eu, amet eleifend. Pellentesque dictum sed blandit fusce litora et, vestibulum semper 
donec integer, vulputate nisl nec ut. Sint mus neque quam, nunc porta duis suscipit natoque justo auctor. Vivamus 
suscipit,  tellus et urna. Eu aliquam sagittis diam arcu odio, libero id amet mauris aenean euismododio, sollicitudin 
quisqueadipisicing fermentum neque, magna lacus sit, totam eget pellentesque felis vivamus.

Maecenas gravida dictum quam, ultricies nullam ultricies sodales, dictumst nam dapibus. Augue suspendisse hac 
ultricies, netus consequat in velit et, eget morbi purus porttitor ac consectetuer vel, dui ut elit fringilla. Placerat nam 
velit. Ligula fringilla et semper.

Rozani Jainudeen
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
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Public Relations – Changing Faces

As Malaysia hit the international spotlight, the Public Relations (PR)
machinery behind a high-profile tragedy is still being scrutinised. 
Now, even a layman recognises PR’s crucial role in managing
perceptions.  

Yet 30 years ago, when I switched from advertising to public 
relations, references to PR were simplistic - promotions and 
publicity; creating a buzz or achieving news coverage by the 
kilogramme.

In fact, for my very first assignment, I escorted a giant blue chicken
mascot through night markets, distributing samples of Maggi 
Bouillon cubes, urging housewives to try! Today, events or 
marketing specialists would manage that initiative. 

B y L eong (MING ) C hong
P rinc ipal of Ming, K H &  A s s oc iates 

 

Public Relations has since changed dramatically. From its traditional role to generate visibility to become an integral 
role in top management’s decision-making, strategy-setting and when dealing with issues or crises.

In the past, prior to any media interaction, clients were mostly concerned about delivery. So they asked their public 
relations professional, “How   shall we say this?” 

Then, the Internet brought information to everyone’s finger tips.  As the media and the public grew more vocal, 
spokespersons see the value of clear, consistent key messages, and ask, “What shall we say?”

Today, clients ask both questions, plus an additional, “What should we do?” – extending Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs) beyond mere Press coverage. Message strategies are now linked to business objectives with pre-set 
measurements and precise Return on Investment goals (ROI).

These are only achievable through holistic, strategic counselling.

Our profession had evolved over my 30-year career; from practising common sense public relations to o�ering more 
professional public relations expertise. The bar has been raised. So have qualifications of candidates. 

Previously, journalists with strong writing skills crossed the fence mid-career. A few persisted, and are now top of 
their league, acknowledged as reputable consultants or heading Corporate A�airs divisions of multinationals or 
government-linked companies.

Then, at entry levels, we hired fresh-faced mass communications graduates, bursting with enthusiasm and attitude. 
We sought to recruit young talents, proficient in written and spoken English, who were easy on the eye.

In 1982, I fell into the last category.  

For a lark, I answered an advertisement for PR Manager with a four-star hotel. Two interviews later, I was o�ered the 
position which topped my salary by 50% - with a caveat.

...continue on page 7
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Public Relations – Changing Faces...continued from page 6

 

I was expected to spend 30% of my monthly salary on grooming and wardrobe!  And I thought they were impressed 
with my mind! O�ended, I declined.   

Today, such silly pre-conditions would not surface. Instead, pre-requires include:

•     excellent communication, interpersonal and writing skills;
•     drive, competence, flexibility and a willingness to learn;
•     excellent organisational and time management skills with the ability to multitask;
•     ability to cope with pressure;
•     creativity,  lateral-thinking, imagination and initiative;
•     good teamwork, analytical and problem-solving skills;
•     business awareness and a good knowledge of current affairs;
•     innate curiosity, needing to drill down to -  Why, Why not, How come,   Who, What,  Where – and actually asking
      such questions;
•     social etiquette

Academic qualifications do not figure so high in this wish-list. Frustrated with the current talent crunch, I wonder, 
“Are such demands realistic?  Should we lower the bar?”

Absolutely not!  After all, I had colleagues with such calibre; graduates of law, psychology, English literature, 
international relations, chartered accountancy and computer so�ware engineer.  A couple are still with us.

Admittedly, they were all Baby Boomers or Gen X-ers.

However, today’s Gen Y is such a puzzle we digest research findings to understand their psyche, or attend 
workshops to learn how we can bridge the gap.

Whilst managing Gen Y who now make up 50% of Malaysia’s workforce, is a priority, managing clients is a close 
runner-up. 

Conviction of their brands is so strong they expect their passion to rub-off on us from a single preliminary briefing.  

The reality is we are now competing in a tougher environment - new technologies, new media and new Corporate 
Thinking. 

Gone are the days when we hit yearly projections by mid-year, thanks to retainer accounts which make-up 70% of 
total revenue. Ad hoc projects comprised 30% of billings. Today, the reverse is true.

To stay relevant, we must adapt to The Changing Face of Public Relations.

We need to edge out false prophets who equate PR to publicity. We must judiciously consider pitches, drawing 
lessons from the past when some had not been bona fide. We have to train and polish Gen Y for they will be the New 
Face of Public Relations.

The only way forward is through PRCA (Public Relations Consultants' Association of Malaysia), as vanguard, to 
collectively examine the challenges facing our industry, and set a vision for how PR might continue to evolve. 

Let’s stand together, and be counted.
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Content marketing: A wake up call for PR?
by Michael O'Neill
This article first ran on www.webershandwick.asia

TRADITIONAL MEDIA

EARNED MEDIA

OWNED MEDIA

Alongside the recent upsurge of enthusiasm for content marketing, there has been a glut of articles telling us why 
this is great news for PR. As marketing budgets transition from paid to earned and owned media, particularly 
through online and social media, the advertising and communications market environment appears to be looking 
favourably on PR.

The basic argument is not wrong. A recent study from Campaign Asia Pacific 
and Zenith Optimedia, points out that marketers in Asia Pacific are 
planning to allocate just 51% of their budgets to traditional paid 
media in 2013, with the rest going to owned (25%) and earned 
(24%) media. The study found that paid media’s share of the 
ad spend pie is expected to drop to 43% by 2015. Meanwhile, 
progressive brands such as Dell, IBM and Coca-Cola are busy 
launching owned platforms online and hiring journalists and 
other content specialists.

However, while owned and earned media are becoming more 
important for client marketers, the key question is whether PR 
agencies are ready to take advantage of this phenomenon. A note 
of caution comes out of China in the form of a new report from marketing 
consultancy R3. The study found that while clients in China are currently placing 
29% of their total PR budgets into online PR (a figure that is expected to rise to 50% within four years) only 
half of that amount is actually going to PR agencies. For China at least, 44% of online PR spend is actually going to 
digital agencies.

And that is just the start. With their traditional advertising business models becoming less and less relevant, 
creative ad agencies are increasingly looking at how they can get a piece of the action. And the danger — for PR 
agencies at least - is that these agencies already have the talent, money and, most importantly, the survival 
imperative to get this right, and fast. If PR agencies are not careful, they could find that owned and earned media 
spend passes them by.

So what should PR be doing? To start with, they need to do less talking and a lot more doing, especially in Asia. Five 
years ago, PR executives were excited about the opportunities that lay ahead with the social media explosion. 
Perfectly acceptable response, but in terms of actual action many agencies in the region did little more than simply 
hiring a new ‘digital guy’ or social media expert; a ticking of the digital box. Agencies need to make sure they don't 
repeat this mistake. To fully take advantage of the owned and earned media trend, they need to infuse digital 
creativity throughout their network and practices. They need to build teams of designers, editors, coders, 
developers and more, capable of recognising and responding to the opportunities when they emerge.

The client-agency relationship of the future is going to be a fascinating space. The days of hiring agency X to do the 
creative and agency Y to buy the media are long gone and are never coming back. Clients will choose from a varied 
menu of marketing services, which can o�en mean not just a mix of the big MNC agencies but also the input of 
smaller, more specialised shops. When it comes to owned and earned media, clients will not hire on reputation or 
perceived traditional strength, but will choose the agencies that can provide them with the creativity and talent 
that best delivers results. PR needs to make sure it is part of this mix.

Michael O'Neill is digital managing editor, Asia Pacific, at Weber Shandwick
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Ten need to know questions for online crises
by Jye Smith
This article first ran on www.webershandwick.asia

When the proverbial hits the fan for the first time, we must remember the top three things that can leave the room 
when we’re forced to make quick decisions: perspective, foresight and writing ability.

It’s not big mystery why. Stress kicks in, awful things are written across your once beautiful Facebook page, and 
someone has started a Twitter hashtag asking for your head. What’s a community manager to do? What’s the CEO 
to do?

I’ve never agreed with varying ‘golden rules’ of social media because, time and time again, they are proven a poor 
course of action. The biggest lesson we’ve learned in reputation management (online or o�line) is that the right 
counsel is di�erent for each organisation.

This is where digital strategy meets issues and crisis management. This is why pure digital specialists can fall down 
without the counsel of some very experienced bods.But above all else, here are the top 10 questions we are asked in 
each and every FireBell Social Media Crisis Simulation:

1.     One negative comment: Will a response just make it worse?

2.     Wait and see: How long should we wait until this grows from a 
         single post to an issue, to a full-blown crisis?
3.     Working in silos: Do we need to talk to another department?

4.    Rumours and questions: If it’s not true, do you need to 

         respond at all? If we don’t know the answer yet, what do we do?

5.    Anti-brand hashtags: Is this a storm in a tea-cup? Or is the issue 
        wide-spread?
6.    Anti-brand Facebook pages: Do you engage at all?

7.    Parody posts: What do you do about people using your promotions against you?

8.    Internal comms: When should we tell the boss? When should we tell HQ?

9.    Traditional media: What do we do when a journalist calls about our Facebook page?

10.  Acknowledging the issue: Do we show sympathy? Are we admitting fault?

Overall, we find our simulations bring to life the fact that in today’s world of online reputation management, social 
media simply isn’t a marketing or PR tool. It’s a reputation gateway.

Jye Smith is vice-president of Digital, Asia Pacific, at Weber Shandwick
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Pullman Bangsar Hotel | Kuala Lumpur | 29th April 2014, Tuesday

TIME AGENDA

 

8.00 am

9.30 am

9.40 am

10.10 am

10.55 am

11.15 am

12.00 pm

1.00 pm

1.45 pm

2.45 pm

3.00 pm

4.30pm

5.00pm

Registration

Welcome Speech by ROZANI JAINUDEEN, President, PRCA Malaysia
 
“THE FUTURE OF PR: Evolution or Revolution?”
Executive Keynote Address by:
YBHG DATO’ SAIFUDDIN ABDULLAH
CEO, Global Movement of Moderates Foundation (GMMF)

“6 Secrets of National Transformation: Can it work for the PR Industry?”
Speaker: KU KOK PENG
Director (Palm Oil & Rubber NKEA), 
ETP Investment & Innovation, PEMANDU

COFFEE BREAK

“The Changing Media Landscape – The Impact on the PR Profession”
Speaker: YBHG DATUK WONG SAI WAN
Editor-in-Chief, The Malay Mail

“ - Topic to be Advised – ”
Speaker: MARION MCDONALD
Managing Director (Strategy & E�ectiveness)
Ogilvy Public Relations, Asia Pacific Region
 
“Public Relations: A Marketing Point of View”
Speaker:  ANAS ZUBEDY
Managing Director, Founder and Principal, 
Zubedy (M) Sdn Bhd

“PR: A Look at Crisis Communications in Malaysia Today”
A PANEL DISCUSSION (moderated by O�icial Media Partner, BFM 89.9)

Participating Panelists:
INDIRA NAIR
Managing Partner, Influence 360 Business Sdn Bhd

R NADESWARAN
Columnist, Special & Investigative Reports Editor,
The Sun Daily

ZEFFRI YUSOF
Head of Communications and Public A�airs,
Google Malaysia & SAF (South Asia Frontier)

Closing Remarks by PRCA Malaysia

END

COFFEE BREAK

LUNCHEON
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER

 

 

Aside from his current role at the Global Movement of Moderates 
Foundation (GMMF), Dato’ Saifuddin is also the Chairman of Youth 
Academy and Senior Research Fellow, Faculty of Arts and Social 
Sciences at the University of Malaya. 

As the former Deputy Minister of Higher Education, he is a progressive 
politician who advocates the idea of New Politics, youth 
empowerment and social entrepreneurship. Before becoming a 
politician, he was President of the Malaysian Youth Council; Member 
of the United Nations Secretary General’s High Level Panel on Youth 
Employment; Consultant of the Economic and Social Commission for 
Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP); and a student activist. He was also a 
businessman, university administrator, teacher and editor.

Dato’ Saifuddin is a prolific writer. He has published six books, one of which, New Politics (2008), is a best 
seller and reference of analysts on Malaysian politics. He is a columnist of Sinar Harian, fz.com, Oriental 
Daily, See Hua Daily Sarawak and Makkal Osai.

An alumnus of The Malay College Kuala Kangsar, he received his BA Honours from University of Malaya and 
attended an Executive Course at Harvard Business School.

DATO’ SAIFUDDIN ABDULLAH 
CEO, Global Movement of Moderates
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SPEAKERS

Well known for her “show me the money!” approach, Marion draws 
on two decades of client-side experience supporting marketing 
investments to CFOs, coupled with training as a Deloitte auditor. 
With a proven track record of profitably increasing sales and market 
share at Allergan, Procter & Gamble, Revlon and Reckitt Benckiser, 
her approach is founded on a strong desire to see marketing connect 
to the bottom line.

Joining Ogilvy PR in 2008, Marion led the global PR strategy for 
Unilever’s Pond’s and Lux, partnered with Team WPP/Ford team on 
lifestyle PR and lead a cross-discipline Unilever global agency team. 

In addition to driving the quality of strategy & insight across Asia Pacific region, Marion has served on regional 
award juries for Spikes, SABRE, Campaign PR Week and AMEC globally. She leads e�ectiveness measurement 
and co-developed Ogilvy’s global PR activation tool for holistic consumer brand PR. She also chairs the Asia 
Pacific Chapter of the International Association for Measurement & Evaluation of Communications (AMEC).

Australian-born, she is now an ‘Asian stir-fry’ with 16 years of assignments across Japan, Hong Kong, 
Shanghai, Singapore and Bangkok, putting her Masters in International Marketing to good use. Marion is also 
a regular conference presenter and occasional musical theatre director and producer, founding a boutique 
theatre company in Hong Kong.

MARION MCDONALD 
Managing Director (Strategy & E�ectiveness), 
Ogilvy Public Relations, Asia Pacific Region

Ku is responsible for the sectors’ transformation working with the 
Ministry of Plantation Industries and Commodities, Malaysia Palm 
Oil Board and Malaysia Rubber Board.   

As director for ETP Investment & Innovation, Ku works with various 
investment agencies and regional corridors to coordinate, promote, 
track and report investment, and sits as a permanent member 
representing PEMANDU on the Investment Committee co-chaired by 
the Minister of International Trade and Industry and CEO of PEMANDU. 
More recently, he is also tasked to manage the Innovation portfolio, 
working with Agensi Inovasi Malaysia (AIM), to establish an innovation 
economy that contributes towards Malaysia’s aim to become a 
high-income economy. 

Previously, Ku was the Managing Director (Market Development- Southeast Asia) for communications agency 
Fleishman-Hillard, overseeing the Kuala Lumpur, Manila and Jakarta operations. 

Ku graduated with a Bachelor of Law degree from the University of London and holds the Certificate of Legal 
Practice. He is a Fellow and former Vice President of the Public Relations Consultants’ Association of 
Malaysia (PRCA Malaysia).

KU KOK PENG 
Director (Palm Oil & Rubber NKEA, ETP Investment & Innovation), 
PEMANDU
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SPEAKERS

 

 

Anas Zubedy is a Malaysian businessman who speaks English, Malay, 
Hokkien, and some Tamil. Born in 1964, he grew up in Penang 
amongst Malays, Chinese and Indians. His early socialisation and 
experiences created a multicultural, inclusive outlook and a deep 
and lasting desire to promote Unity.

Graduating from University Malaya, Anas undertook a marketing 
role with a multinational before launching Zubedy (M) Sdn Bhd, a 
training provider which combines business goals with a social cause. 
Zubedy’s vision is to unite people and get people to work together; 
its mission is to add value to all that it interacts with.

Anas’ first love is religion and culture, spending more of his time in 
university learning about Hinduism, Chinese Philosophy, Buddhism, 
Christianity and Islam than studying his coursework. He is also passionate about change management, 
marketing and politics.

Anas sits on the Industry Advisory Board of Sunway University’s School of Business and the National Unity 
Consultative Council (NUCC). He is an honorary member of Yayasan 1Malaysia; as well as Secretary-General 
of the International Movement for a Just World (JUST). 

He is also an author, publishing books on the central theme of Unity under Zubedy’s publishing and creativity 
arm, Zubedy Ideahouse; some of which include “Have a meaningful Malaysia”, “#BodohPolitik”, “The Middle 
Path: An Alternative To The Partisan Madness”, “#MoneyTalk”, and “Many Colors, One Race”.

ANAS ZUBEDY 
Managing Director, Founder and Principal, Zubedy (M) Sdn Bhd

Sai Wan is the Group Editor-in-Chief of Malay Mail Sdn Bhd and also 
the Director of Special Projects at Redberry Sdn Bhd, one of the 
country’s largest Media house. He joined Redberry in July 2013 a�er 
almost three decades in The Star and took over the helm at Malay 
Mail in February this year.

A law school dropout, he has covered and written about a wide variety 
of issues and subjects throughout his career as a journalist from the 
BMf scandal to the Nipah Virus and the return of Hong Kong to China. 
He also worked in Hong Kong for two years during the SARs (Severe 
Acute Respiratory syndrome) episode and wrote widely on it.

Born and raised in Seremban, Sai Wan is an avid but inept golfer.

He has also spoken widely on the future of the newspaper world and the changing face of modern journalism 
at various seminars and training sessions.

Sai Wan was conferred the Darjah Mulia Seri Melaka in October 2010 which carries the title Datuk.

DATUK WONG SAI WAN 
Editor-in-Chief, The Malay Mail
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PANELISTS

 

 

Indira is a seasoned communications professional with 32 years experience 
in global communications consultancies as well as MNCs. She had a two-year 
stint as Director of Communications for The Economic Transformation 
Programme, PEMANDU, where she set up the structure and strategies for 
their ongoing communications. 

Prior to that, Indira was at Malaysia Airlines, playing a key role in the 
turnaround of the airline as a member of the senior leadership team. 

Having set up and grown two successful agencies, Indira was appointed 
Chief Talent O�icer, Asia Pacific for Ogilvy PR Worldwide where she was 
responsible for helping to attract, grow and retain talent.

Her strong suits are in strategising and planning communication campaigns, 
including issues and crisis management.

INDIRA NAIR 
Managing Partner, Influence 360 Business Sdn Bhd

R. Nadeswaran is a lawyer by qualification, a journalist by training, an editor 
by occupation and an advocate of good governance by choice. 

He has spent more than four decades in journalism, a good portion of it 
investigative journalism. He started as a sports reporter immediately a�er 
leaving school and then switched to general reporting. 

He obtained a Second Class (Upper) law degree from the Anglia Ruskin 
University at the tender age of 46! He has won several journalism awards 
including four from the SOPA (The Society of Publishers Asia).

R NADESWARAN 
Columnist, Special & Investigative Reports Editor, The Sun Daily

Ze�ri heads up communications and public a�airs for Google in 
Malaysia and South Asia Frontier (Malaysia, Pakistan and Bangladesh) 
markets. In his role he interacts with media, the public and government 
stakeholders on matters related to Google's products and services. 

Prior to joining Google he was an Account Director at H&K Strategies where 
he led the technology and digital practice. He started his career at as a 
journalist at The Star covering technology and business.

ZEFFRI YUSOF 
Head of Communications and Public A�airs, Google Malaysia & 
South Asia Frontier
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ABOUT MALAYSIA PR AWARDS
The Malaysia PR Awards (MPRA) was introduced by PRCA Malaysia 
in 2007. It aimed at recognising consultancies, campaigns and 
individuals that define the cutting-edge work in public relations. 
The MPRA is constantly on the lookout for new outstanding 
approaches by public relations practitioners, not only to meet 
clients’ core needs but to also to capture the hearts and minds of 
the target audience.

Top honours in di�erent categories are handed out to finalists 
each year either with an award, a certificate of excellence or an 
honourable mention. 

The categories contested for the Awards are the Product Brand 
Development Campaign of the Year,  Consumer Launch Campaign 
of the Year, Healthcare: Ethical Campaign of the Year, Technology 
Campaign of the Year, Business-to-Business Campaign of the Year, 
Corporate Branding Campaign of the Year, Public A�airs Campaign 
of the Year, Financial Communications Campaign of the Year, 
Environmental Campaign of the Year and Promotional Activity of 
the Year.

For the first time ever, two agencies bag the Overall Campaign of 
the Year award. The top spot was shared between Perspective 
Strategies’ Employee Communication Campaign “Uniting Under 
One Banner” for the merger communication of AmBank Cards with 
MBF Cards and Ogilvy PR’s “Best Use of Digital” for its Philips 50 
Shaves of the Modern Man. 

The maiden PRCA Lifetime Achievement Award 2012 was 
presented to Leong Ming Chong, the managing director and 
principal consultant of Ming, KH & Associates. With over 30 years’ 
experience in the field of communications, Ming co-owns and 
co-manages her public relations consultancy with K.H. Lim, a 
veteran pressman. Ming has carved for herself a strong reputation 
as an expert in spokesperson skills training and she continues to 
challenge the status quo and embraces change to elevate to the 
next level. 

Six Certificates of Excellence and ten Honourable Mentions were 
also presented to PR agencies for various campaign categories at 
the MPRA 2012.

To register your interests as a sponsor or participant for the 
upcoming MPRA 2013, do email to secretariat@prcamalaysia.org 
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BFM GENERAL
MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAMME 2014
Transforming specialists into business leaders

BFM General Management Programme prepares you for 
the rigour of managing, in a global marketplace, companies 
and new business units. You will be exposed to key areas 

course is designed for new CEOs, general managers, and 
high potential managers.

Dr Philipp Meyer-Doyle
INSEAD
Fontainebleau

Dr Sung Joo Bae

Seoul

Dr Yi Xiang
CEIBS
Shanghai

Wong Kah Teck, CFA
MBA Chicago Booth
Kuala Lumpur

Helen Langhammer
Aspire Consulting
Kuala Lumpur

Apply for BFM’s General 
Management Programme 2014

MODULES

Closing date 31 May 2014
HRDF claimable

www.bschool.my
bschool@bfm.my

“Great illustration of concepts
and principles of the various modules.
Excellent networking with the group.

Overall, a really enriching experience.”
Julianna Kamaruddin, General Manager

NGC Energy (GMP ‘13)

FACULTY

CASE STUDIES
• Google • Haier • Amazon • Ideo • BMW • Samsung • Bang & Olufsen



BUILDING
FIRST-WORLD
MINDSETS

BOLD
FEARLESS
MALAYSIANS

Email
sales@bfm.my

Telephone
+603 2035 5900

Some of the biggest names
in business, finance and activism
have been interviewed by BFM 89.9

TWITTER 
FOLLOWERS

Podcast downloads in 2013 

Invest
in property

Decide corporate
purchases over RM50,000 

NO. 1
in iTunes store 
Malaysia for 

business category

3 MILLION +

Advertising + Marketing Malaysia magazine readers ranking, 2002Nazir Razak
CIMB

Zeti Akhtar 
Aziz
Bank Negara governor

Francis Yeoh
YTL

Idris Jala
Pemandu  
(Prime Minister’s Office)

Tony 
Fernandes 
AirAsia

Joseph Stiglitz
Nobel Prize winner  
in Economics

59,000

26%

35%

Advertising & marketing 
professionals rated BFM 89.9 
as the No. 1 radio station:
— To reach MDs  

& CEOs  

— To influence 
high net worth 
individuals

— To communicate 
with property 
buyers

— To connect 
with insurance 
& investment 
buyers

— To advertise 
to business 
travellers

Have at least
RM100k worth
of investments

33%

A F F L U E N T

www.bfm.my
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